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Abstract
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. The k-coloring problem is to assign a color (a number chosen
in {1, . . . , k}) to each vertex of G so that no edge has both endpoints with the same color. The adaptive memory algorithm is a
hybrid evolutionary heuristic that uses a central memory. At each iteration, the information contained in the central memory is used
for producing an offspring solution which is then possibly improved using a local search algorithm. The so obtained solution is
ﬁnally used to update the central memory. We describe in this paper an adaptive memory algorithm for the k-coloring problem.
Computational experiments give evidence that this new algorithm is competitive with, and simpler and more ﬂexible than, the best
known graph coloring algorithms.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Evolutionary heuristics encompass various algorithms such as genetic algorithms, scatter search, ant systems and
adaptive memory algorithms [4,14,15]. They can be deﬁned as iterative procedures that use a central memory where
information is collected during the search process. Each iteration, called generation, is made of two complementary
phases which modify the central memory. In the cooperation phase, a recombination operator is used to create new
offspring solutions, while in the self-adaptation phase, the new offspring solutions are modiﬁed individually. The output
solutions of the self-adaptation phase are used for updating the content of the central memory. Termination of the search
process may be triggered by reaching a predeﬁned maximum number of iterations, by ﬁnding a solution the value of
which is considered as good enough, or by satisfying any other stopping condition. The most successful evolutionary
heuristics are hybrid algorithms in the sense that a descent method or a more advanced local search technique, called
local search operator is used during the self-adaptation phase.
The local search operator and the recombination operator are both expected to contribute to the efﬁciency of a hybrid
evolutionary heuristic. The main task of the local search operator is to ﬁnd rapidly high quality solutions in a particular
region of the search space. This operator however encounters two kinds of limitation. First, it can be trapped in a
particular area of the search space. Second, as it uses only local information, it is not able to guide the search in the long
term. The recombination operator should complement the local search operator by diversifying the search, making it
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possible to explore new regions in the search space. Note that diversiﬁcation of the search can be simply implemented
by using a restart procedure or by performing random mutations on the individuals in the central memory. However, in
addition to diversiﬁcation, a recombination operator is expected to bring another beneﬁt.As it uses information gathered
during the search, it should be able to guide the search in the long term by detecting promising new regions. Moreover,
it is now established that in order to be efﬁcient, the recombination operator should exploit speciﬁc information from
the problem at hand. More details on hybrid evolutionary algorithms can be found in [4,14,15].
The most famous hybrid evolutionary heuristic is probably the genetic local search algorithm (also called memetic
algorithm) that combines a standard local search (used in the self-adaptation phase) with a standard genetic algo-
rithm. More precisely, the central memory of a genetic local search is made of a population of solutions and the
recombination operator is a crossover that produces one or two offspring solutions by using a pair of parent solu-
tions chosen in the population. A more recent hybrid evolutionary heuristic is the adaptive memory algorithm [22]
that stores pieces of solutions (instead of complete solutions) in the central memory. While two parent solutions are
combined to create an offspring in a genetic local search, all pieces of solutions in the central memory can contribute
to the creation of an offspring in an adaptive memory algorithm. More details about this technique will be given in
Section 2.
In this paper, we describe an adaptive memory algorithm to solve the graph coloring problem where the vertices of
a graph must be colored using as few colors as possible, so that no edge has both endpoints with the same color. More
precisely, the graph coloring problem can be described as follows. Given a graph G = (V ,E) with vertex set V and
edge set E, and given an integer k, a k-coloring of G is a function c: V −→ {1, . . . , k}. The value c(x) of a vertex x
is called the color of x. Vertices with a same color deﬁne a color class. If two adjacent vertices x and y have the same
color, then vertices x and y are called conﬂicting vertices and the edge linking x with y is called a conﬂicting edge. A
color class without conﬂicting edge is called a stable set. A k-coloring without conﬂicting edges is said to be legal and
corresponds to a partition of the vertices into k stable sets. The smallest integer k such that a legal k-coloring exists
for G is the chromatic number (G) of G. Finding the chromatic number of a graph is known as the graph coloring
problem (GCP for short) and is NP-hard [9]. Exact solution methods [2,3,21] can solve problems of relatively small
size (no more than 100 vertices). Upper bounds on the chromatic number can be obtained for larger instances by using
heuristic algorithms. A survey of some famous heuristic methods for the GCP can be found in [23,11].
Given a ﬁxed integer k, we consider the optimization problem, called k-GCP, which aims to determine a k-coloring
of G that minimizes the number of conﬂicting edges. If the optimal value of the k-GCP is zero, this means that G has
a legal k-coloring. The chromatic number of G can be determined by ﬁrst computing an upper bound on this number
(for example by means of a constructive method) and then by solving a series of k-GCPs with decreasing values of
k until no legal k-coloring can be obtained. Many local search methods have been proposed to solve the k-GCP. For
example, tabu search algorithms are described in [1,16], and simulated annealing algorithms can be found in [5,17].
Hybrid evolutionary heuristics have also been successfully applied to this problem (e.g., [6–8,10]).
The current most efﬁcient heuristic method for the k-GCP is a genetic local search, that we call GH for short, proposed
by Galinier and Hao [10]. As most genetic hybrid evolutionary heuristics for the k-GCP, the GH algorithm uses the
TABUCOL algorithm [16] as local search operator. The superiority of the GH algorithm over other hybrid evolutionary
heuristics is probably due to the recombination operator. In previous genetic local search algorithms for the k-GCP
[8], offspring solutions are obtained by coloring half of the vertices as in one parent solution, and the second half as
in the second parent solution. This means that the information exchanged during the cooperation phase is the color
of the vertices. Two k-colorings that are equivalent up to a permutation of the colors will therefore transmit different
information while their color classes are identical. The GH algorithm uses a recombination operator where an offspring
is obtained by combining the color classes of two parent solutions. This recombination operator will be described in
more detail in Section 2.2.
In this paper we propose an adaptive memory algorithm, called AMACOL, for the solution of the k-GCP. We show
that AMACOL is simpler and more ﬂexible than and as successful as the GH algorithm. The recombination operator
used in AMACOL is based on the same ideas as those used in the GH algorithm. Our algorithm however differs in
several important features. As mentioned above, the GH algorithm creates an offspring by copying color classes in
two parent solutions, which means that the k color classes of a k-coloring are linked together in the central memory.
For comparison, the central memory in AMACOL contains color classes that are not linked to each other. It may even
happen that only a subset of color classes of a k-coloring are in the central memory, while the other color classes
have been removed. As a consequence, one can for example transform a color class of a k-coloring into a maximal
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stable set without taking care of the other color classes of the k-coloring. More detail about AMACOL and its way
of handling the central memory will be given in the next section. We show in this paper that AMACOL produces
results of as good quality as the GH algorithm while the handling of the central memory is easier and more ﬂexible.
Incidentally, this also means that we have identiﬁed which features present in the GH algorithm really contribute to its
efﬁciency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a detailed description of algorithm AMACOL.
Computational experiments are reported in Section 3 and concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
2. The AMACOL algorithm
The adaptive memory algorithm was ﬁrst proposed by Rochat and Taillard in 1995 for solving the vehicle routing
problem [22]. It is a hybrid evolutionary heuristic that uses a central memoryM containing pieces of solutions. Its
general scheme is summarized in Fig. 1.
The process consisting of creating an offspring solution s′, applying the local search operator on s′, and updating
the central memory with the resulting solution is called a generation. In order to create an offspring at step 2(a), the
recombination operator ﬁrst chooses pieces of solutions inM. In the context of the k-GCP, we put stable sets inM,
which means that the recombination operator selects k stable sets S1, . . . , Sk in order to build a new k-coloring. The
recombination operator cannot create a k-coloring by considering each Si as the set of vertices with color i. Indeed,
vertices can appear in more than one stable set (such vertices are said to be duplicated) or in none of them (such vertices
are said to be uncolored). We show in Section 2.2 how our recombination operator avoids duplicated and uncolored
vertices. The output of the recombination operator is a k-coloring (not necessarily legal) that is considered as input for
the local search operator.
In the following subsections, we give more details on some components of AMACOL such as the structure of the
memory, the procedure that initializes it, the recombination operator, the local search operator, and the stopping
criterion.
2.1. Memory structure and memory initialization
As already mentioned, the central memoryM contains stable sets of the graph. The number of elements inM is a
multiple of k: |M|=p · k, where p is a parameter of the method. According to preliminary experiments, we ﬁx p= 10.
Such a choice corresponds to the one made by Galinier and Hao in [10], since they use a pool of ten k-colorings, i.e.
k · 10 color classes.
Before explaining howM is initialized, we ﬁrst describe a procedure, called CLEAN, that transforms any subset of
vertices into a maximal stable set (inclusion wise). This procedure will be used for ﬁlling and updating the central
memory. It is summarized in Fig. 2.
The ﬁrst loop in the CLEAN procedure transforms S into a stable set by removing conﬂicting vertices. The second
loop inserts vertices into S until S becomes a maximal stable set. Ties are broken randomly.
To initialize the central memory, we randomly build p k-colorings that are possibly improved by applying the local
search operator. The color classes of the resulting solutions are then transformed into maximal stable sets by means
of procedure CLEAN, and all these stable sets are ﬁnally introduced intoM. More formally, this is done as shown in
Fig. 3.
1. Initialize the central memory      with pieces of solutions
2. Repeat until a stopping criterion is met
(a) Create an offspring solution s by using are recombination operator.
(b) Apply a local search operator on s and let s  denote the resulting solution.
(c) Use pieces of s  in order to update      .
Fig. 1. The adaptive memory algorithm.
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Procedure CLEAN (S )
Input: a subset S of vertices
 Output: a maximal stable set
1. While S has at least one conflicting edge, do
choose a vertex x in S that has a maximum number of neighbors in S
(ties are broken randomly), and remove it from S.
2. Let C be the set of vertices that do not belong to S and have no neighbor in S.
3. While C is not empty, do
choose a vertex x in C that has a minimum number of neighbors in C
(ties are broken randomly), insert x in S, and remove x and all its neighbors from C.
Fig. 2. The CLEAN procedure.
1. Set      = {}
2. For i = 1 to p, do
(a) Generate a random k-coloring s by assigning a color at random to each vertex.
(b)   Apply the local search operator to s for at most Itmax iterations (a parameter) and let
s  be the resulting k-coloring.
(c) Apply procedure CLEAN on each color class in s  and introduce each resulting maximal
stable set into     .
Fig. 3. Memory initialization.
Select  two k-colorings s = (S1 ,..., Sk) and  s  = (S1 ,..., Sk) in the central memory, where Si and Si
correspond to the set of vertices with color i in s and s , respectively.
1. Construction of a partial k-coloring s   with no duplicated vertex, but with possibly uncolored vertices.
For i = 1 to k, do
(a) If i is an odd number, then choose the set Sj in s that contains a maximum number of vertices
and set S i   = Sj ; else choose the set Sj  in s  that contains a maximum number of vertices and
set S
i
= Sj  ;
(b) Remove the vertices of Si   from both parent solutions s and s ;
2. Choice of a color for the uncolored vertices
If there exist vertices that do not belong to S1     ...    Sk ,
then choose a random color for each such vertex (i.e., insert each such vertex in a set Si  ).
The partition s   = (S1 ,...,Sk  ) i sa k-coloring which is the offspring of parent solutions s and s .
∪ ∪
Fig. 4. The recombination operator of the GH algorithm.
2.2. The recombination operator
In order to clearly understand the difference between our proposed recombination operator and the one used in the
GH algorithm [10], we ﬁrst describe the latter one in detail in Fig. 4.
To illustrate this operator, assume that G contains 10 vertices a, b, . . . , j that we try to color using 3 colors. Let
s = {{a, b, c}, {d, e, f, g}, {h, i, j}} and s′ = {{c, d, e, g}, {a, f, i}, {b, h, j}}. Since S2 is the largest color class in
s, S′′1 is set equal to S2 = {d, e, f, g}. Vertices d, e, f and g are then removed from s and s′ and we therefore get
s = {{a, b, c}, {h, i, j}} and s′ = {{c}, {a, i}, {b, h, j}}. S′3 is now the largest color class in s′ and one therefore sets
S′′2 = S′3 = {b, h, j}. One then gets s = {{a, c}, {i}} and s′ = {{c}, {a, i}}, and S′′3 is therefore set equal to S1 = {a, c}.
All vertices are now colored in s′′ except vertex i that is placed randomly in one of the sets S′′1 , S′′2 or S′′3 , say S′′3 . The
offspring is the k-coloring s′′ = {{d, e, f, g}, {b, h, j}, {a, c, i}}.
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1.  Construction of a partial k-coloring with no duplicated vertex, but with possibly uncolored vertices
For i = 1 to k, do
(a) Select a random sample W1,..., Wq of q elements in      (where q is a parameter).
(b) Determine a set Wr with a maximum number of vertices not yet in S1 ∪ ... ∪ Si-1.
(c) Set Si = Wr − (S1 ∪ ... ∪ Si-1).
2. Choice of a color for the uncolored vertices
If there exist vertices that do not belong to S1 ∪ ... ∪ Sk ,
then choose a random color for each such vertex (i.e., insert each such vertex in a set Si).
The partition s = (S1 ,..., Sk) is the resulting k-coloring. 
Fig. 5. The recombination operator of the AMACOL algorithm.
AMACOL uses a recombination operator that differs from the above one on several points. The offspring solution
(S1, . . . , Sk) is built class by class. Assume that color classes S1, . . . , Si−1 are already built. In order to create Si , the
operator ﬁrst selects at random a sample {W1, . . . ,Wq} of q stable sets inM. Then, the set Wr in this sample with a
maximum number of uncolored vertices is chosen, and Si is set equal to the set of uncolored vertices in Wr . This is a
simple way to avoid duplicated vertices. Once the k color classes are built, uncolored vertices may still exist, and these
are dealt in the same way as in the GH algorithm: each uncolored vertex is inserted in a set Si chosen at random. Note
that such a random strategy induces a large number of conﬂicting edges, but these conﬂicts are immediately handled
by the local search operator, and no gain was observed when using a more sophisticated strategy. The recombination
operator is formally described in Fig. 5.
In order to enter Step 2 with a minimum number of uncolored vertices one could think about modifying Step 1
so that it produces a partial k-coloring that maximizes |S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk|. This is a maximum covering problem that
can be solved to optimality if the central memory is of reasonable size. We have however observed that this leads to
a too deterministic procedure that tends to produce approximately the same output at each iteration of the adaptive
memory algorithm. For this reason, we have decided to implement Step 1 so that it generates “reasonably good”
coverings.
Note that the value of parameter q (the size of the sample) makes it possible to tune the degree of randomization of
the procedure. A large value for q (close to k · p) transforms the procedure into a pure greedy heuristic where each set
Si is chosen as the stable set inM with as many vertices as possible not yet in S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si−1. On the other hand,
a small value for q offers the opportunity to choose stable sets inM with a very small number of uncolored vertices.
According to preliminary experiments we have ﬁxed parameter q equal to the number k of colors.
2.3. The local search operator
The offspring solution s produced by the recombination operator is considered as input for the local search operator.
This operator tries to improve on s by performing at most Itmax iterations (where Itmax is a parameter). We have
implemented the same tabu search algorithm as the one used in the GH algorithm. It is an improved version of the
TABUCOL algorithm proposed in [16]. While other local search algorithms have been proposed for the k-GCP (see the
introduction for references), TABUCOL is simple and efﬁcient as observed by many authors that have embedded a local
search operator in an evolutionary heuristic.
TABUCOL can be brieﬂy described as follows. The search space is the set of k-colorings and the objective function f
to be minimized is the total number of conﬂicting edges. A neighbor solution is obtained by modifying the color of a
conﬂicting vertex. When the color of a vertex x is modiﬁed from i to j, color i is declared tabu for x for a certain number
of iterations (called tabu tenure), and all solutions where x has color i are called tabu solutions. At each iteration,
TABUCOL determines the best neighbor s of the current solution s (ties are broken randomly) such that either s is a
non-tabu solution, or f (s)=0 (i.e., s is a legal k-coloring). The tabu tenure is set equal to UNIFORM(0, 9)+0.6· NCV(s)
where UNIFORM(a, b) returns an integer randomly chosen in {a, . . . , b} and NCV(s) represents the number of conﬂicting
vertices in s [10].
The local search operator returns the most recent best solution found during the search. Hence, if a solution is
encountered with the same value as the current best solution, then the current best solution is replaced by the new one.
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1.  Choose k elements in      at random, and remove them from 
2. Apply procedure CLEAN on each color class Si of the output solution s  = (S1 ,..., Sk) of the
local search operator
3. Introduce the resulting maximal stable sets into      .
Fig. 6. Update of the central memory.
The reason for choosing the most recent best solution is to possibly contribute (even moderately) to preserve memory
diversity (this concept is described in Section 2.5).
2.4. Memory update
The output solution s′ of the local search operator is used to update the central memory M. Each color class
of s′ is ﬁrst transformed into a maximal stable set using procedure CLEAN. Then, the resulting k maximal stable
sets are introduced into M in replacement of k elements of M chosen at random. This procedure is summarized
in Fig. 6.
2.5. Stopping criterion
The AMACOL algorithm stops when a legal k-coloring is found. As second stopping criterion, we ﬁx a limit on the
total number of iterations performed by the local search operator since the beginning of the AMACOL algorithm. We
also consider a third stopping criterion that is related to the notion of diversity in the memory. Indeed, a well-known
phenomenon generally observed in evolutionary heuristics is the progressive loss of diversity in the central memory. In
AMACOL, this loss of diversity is characterized by k clusters of nearly similar maximal stable sets. It is then clear that
the recombination operator will produce a similar output at each iteration, and it is therefore useless to continue the
search. To measure the diversity of the memory, we consider |S ∩ S′| as a similarity measure between two elements S
and S′ ofM and we denote by N(S) the set containing the p2 elements inM that are the most similar to S. For each
element S inM we then compute the following value, denoted (S):
(S) =
∑
S′∈N(S)|S ∩ S′|
|N(S)||S| .
It follows that if there are at least |N(S)|= p2 stable sets inM that are identical to S, then (S)= 1. We ﬁnally compute
the diversity measure D(M) as follows:
D(M) = 1 − 1|M|
∑
S∈M
(S).
Note that D(M) = 1 in the hypothetical case whereM contains |M| = p · k disjoint sets, while D(M) = 0 ifM
contains k clusters of p identical stable sets.
3. Computational experiments
3.1. Parameter setting
As mentioned in Section 2, AMACOL uses three parameters p, q and Itmax. Parameter p is used to ﬁx the size |M|=p ·k
of the central memory, while parameter q ﬁxes the size of the sample chosen inM by the recombination operator for
building a new color class (see Section 2.2). According to preliminary experiments we have ﬁxed p = 10 and q = k.
Finally, there is still a last parameter in AMACOL which is the number Itmax of local search iterations performed on each
generation by the local search operator. The value of this parameter may have a major effect on the performance of the
algorithm. Basically, a large value of Itmax preserves better the diversity in the central memory than a smaller value.
Therefore, solving a difﬁcult instance necessitates using a large value of the parameter because, when using a too small
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Table 1
Detailed results on three random graphs
AMACOL TABUCOL GH
Graph k Max Itmax NBiter Cross. Time Succ. NBiter Time Succ. NBiter Cross Succ.
DSJC250.5 28 20 4000 1348 337 47 3/3 5985 189 1/3 490 235 9/10
29 10 500 43 86 4 3/3 611 19 3/3 96 86 10/10
30 10 500 26 53 3 3/3 127 4 3/3 18 62 10/10
DSJC500.5 48 50 32000 14304 447 999 3/3 – – – 4900 865 5/10
49 10 4000 728 182 90 3/3 – – 0/3 871 425 10/10
50 10 2000 298 149 48 3/3 1574 173 3/3 185 254 10/10
51 10 1000 86 86 23 3/3 139 15 3/3 62 119 10/10
DSJC1000.5 84 100 64000 38464 601 7554 2/3 – – – 20700 1283 3/5
85 50 32000 16960 530 3384 3/3 – – – 4600 565 4/5
86 20 16000 5243 327 1508 3/3 – – – 3500 615 5/5
87 10 8000 1672 209 627 3/3 – – – 1900 668 5/5
88 10 4000 2375 593 609 3/3 – – 0/3 613 427 5/5
89 10 2000 864 432 340 3/3 7453 2534 1/3 350 490 5/5
90 10 2000 269 134 139 3/3 3324 1130 3/3 220 430 5/5
value, the diversity may be exhausted before a legal k-coloring is found by the algorithm. In other words, larger values
of the parameter tend to make the algorithm more robust than smaller values. On the other hand, a small value of Itmax
allows the cost function to decrease more quickly. Finally, it is also important to mention that the “optimal” value for
parameter Itmax when solving a particular k-coloring instance does not only depend on the characteristics of the graph,
but also on the value of k.
In order to determine an appropriate value for this parameter, we use the following strategy. At the beginning, we ﬁx
Itmax equal to the number of vertices to be colored. If the diversity measure D(M) becomes smaller than 0.1, then we
multiply Itmax by
√
2 as soon as 100 generations of AMACOL are performed without improvement of the best solution
s∗. The algorithm stops if
1. a legal k-coloring has been discovered, or
2. the local search operator has performed a total number TotalItmax of iterations (without taking into account the
initialization of the central memory) since the beginning of the search. We set TotalItmax = 250 million.
Note that better results can probably be obtained by better tuning the parameters for each instance.
3.2. Algorithms used for comparisons
In order to demonstrate the importance of the recombination operator, we report on results obtained using TABUCOL
with multiple restarts. More precisely, we ﬁrst run TABUCOL 50 times with Itmax = 100′000. If no legal k-coloring is
found, we then run TABUCOL 30 times with Itmax = 1.5 million. If we are not successful we then run TABUCOL 10 times
with Itmax = 10 million. Finally, if needed, we run TABUCOL 5 times with Itmax = 20 million. This gives a total number
of 250 million of iterations, as for AMACOL. This procedure will be called Long_TABU as opposed to Short_TABU that
runs TABUCOL 5 times with Itmax = 100′000.
We have also implemented the greedy algorithm DSATUR [2]. The four algorithms DSATUR, Short_TABU, Long_TABU
and AMACOL were tested on all instances of the COLOR04 benchmark graphs (see http://mat.gsia.cmu.edu/COLOR04/)
as well as on the “ﬂat” DIMACS benchmark graphs taken from [19], these latter being particularly challenging graphs.
All results are presented in Tables 1–3. Also, as shown at the end of the next section, the four algorithms will help us
to classify the graphs used in our experiments from “easy” (e.g., the graphs G that can be colored with (G) colors
using DSATUR) to “difﬁcult” (e.g., those graphs where AMACOL ﬁnds better colorings than the three other algorithms),
the classiﬁcation being shown in Table 4.
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Table 2
Results obtained by DSATUR (DS), Short_TABU (ST), Long_TABU (LT), GH, and AMACOL (AMA) on challenging graphs
Graph |V | |E| d  Best DS ST LT GH AMA Itmax NBiter Time
DSJC250.5 250 15668 0.5 – 28 38 30 29 28 28 1292 3943 64
DSJC250.9 250 27897 0.89 – 72 91 73 72 – 72 353 6289 2604
DSJC500.1 500 12458 0.1 – 12 16 13 13 – 12 1000 550 9
DSJC500.5 500 62624 0.5 – 48 67 53 50 48 48 22627 4682 326
DSJC500.9 500 224874 0.9 – 126 161 133 130 – 126 45254 9454 1710
DSJR500.1c 500 121275 0.97 – 85 87 87 86 – 86 64000 57300 2209
DSJR500.5 500 58862 0.47 – 122 130 130 128 – 127 64000 68928 3328
DSJC1000.1 1000 49629 0.1 – 20 26 22 22 20 20 2828 4739 969
DSJC1000.5 1000 249826 0.5 – 83 114 95 89 83 84 128000 43269 9235
DSJC1000.9 1000 449449 0.9 – 224 297 248 245 224 224 32000 10342 4937
latin_square_10 900 307350 0.76 98 – 126 113 106 – 104 1272 2265 852
le450_15c 450 16680 0.16 15 15 24 21 16 15 15 10182 27 2
le450_15d 450 16750 0.17 15 15 24 22 16 – 15 5091 47 4
le450_25c 450 17343 0.17 25 25 29 27 26 26 26 1800 1719 93
le450_25d 450 17425 0.17 25 25 28 27 27 – 26 450 299 10
ﬂat300_26_0 300 21633 0.48 26 26 41 33 27 – 26 95 848 4
ﬂat300_28_0 300 21695 0.48 28 28 41 33 31 31 31 6788 677 15
ﬂat1000_50_0 1000 245000 0.49 50 50 112 93 92 – 50 1000 1195 1423
ﬂat1000_60_0 1000 245830 0.49 60 60 113 95 93 – 60 4000 1638 1950
ﬂat1000_76_0 1000 246708 0.49 76 82 114 95 88 83 84 32000 10050 11968
Table 3
Results obtained by DSATUR (DS), Short_TABU (ST), Long_TABU (LT) and AMACOL (AMA) on the COLOR04 benchmark and on the ﬂat
graphs
Name |V | |E| d  DS ST LT AMA
DSJC125.1 125 736 0.09 5 6 5 5 5
DSJC125.5 125 3891 0.49 – 21 17 17 17
DSJC125.9 125 6961 0.88 – 50 44 44 44
DSJC250.1 250 3218 0.1 – 10 8 8 8
DSJC250.5 250 15668 0.5 – 38 30 29 28
DSJC250.9 250 27897 0.89 – 91 73 72 72
DSJC500.1 500 12458 0.1 – 16 13 13 12
DSJC500.5 500 62624 0.5 – 67 53 50 48
DSJC500.9 500 224874 0.9 – 161 133 130 126
DSJR500.1 500 3555 0.03 – 12 12 12 12
DSJR500.1c 500 121275 0.97 – 87 87 86 86
DSJR500.5 500 58862 0.47 – 130 130 128 127
DSJC1000.1 1000 49629 0.1 – 26 22 22 20
DSJC1000.5 1000 249826 0.5 – 114 95 89 84
DSJC1000.9 1000 449449 0.9 – 297 248 245 224
fpsol2.i.1 496 11654 0.09 65 65 65 65 65
fpsol2.i.2 451 8691 0.09 30 30 30 30 30
fpsol2.i.3 425 8688 0.1 30 30 30 30 30
inithx.i.1 864 18707 0.05 54 54 54 54 54
inithx.i.2 645 13979 0.07 31 31 31 31 31
inithx.i.3 621 13969 0.07 31 31 31 31 31
latin_square_10 900 307350 0.76 – 126 113 106 104
le450_15a 450 8168 0.08 15 16 15 15 15
le450_15b 450 8169 0.08 15 16 15 15 15
le450_15c 450 16680 0.16 15 24 21 16 15
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Table 3 Continued.
Name |V | |E| d  DS ST LT AMA
le450_15d 450 16750 0.17 15 24 22 16 15
le450_25a 450 8260 0.08 25 25 25 25 25
le450_25b 450 8263 0.08 25 25 25 25 25
le450_25c 450 17343 0.17 25 29 27 26 26
le450_25d 450 17425 0.17 25 28 27 27 26
le450_5a 450 5714 0.06 5 10 5 5 5
le450_5b 450 5734 0.06 5 9 5 5 5
le450_5c 450 9803 0.1 5 6 5 5 5
le450_5d 450 9757 0.1 5 11 5 5 5
mulsol.i.1 197 3925 0.2 49 49 49 49 49
mulsol.i.2 188 3885 0.22 31 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.3 184 3916 0.23 31 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.4 185 3946 0.23 31 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.5 186 3973 0.23 31 31 31 31 31
school1 385 19095 0.26 14 17 14 14 14
school1_nsh 352 14612 0.24 – 25 14 14 14
zeroin.i.1 211 4100 0.18 49 49 49 49 49
zeroin.i.2 211 3541 0.16 30 30 30 30 30
zeroin.i.3 206 3540 0.17 30 30 30 30 30
anna 138 493 0.05 11 11 11 11 11
david 87 406 0.11 11 11 11 11 11
homer 561 1629 0.01 13 13 13 13 13
huck 74 301 0.11 11 11 11 11 11
jean 80 254 0.08 10 10 10 10 10
games120 120 638 0.09 9 9 9 9 9
miles1000 128 3216 0.39 42 42 42 42 42
miles1500 128 5198 0.63 73 73 73 73 73
miles250 128 387 0.05 8 8 8 8 8
miles500 128 1170 0.14 20 20 20 20 20
miles750 128 2113 0.26 31 31 31 31 31
queen5_5 25 160 0.49 5 5 5 5 5
queen6_6 36 290 0.44 7 9 7 7 7
queen7_7 49 476 0.39 7 10 7 7 7
queen8_12 96 1368 0.29 12 13 12 12 12
queen8_8 64 728 0.35 9 12 9 9 9
queen9_9 81 2112 0.64 10 14 10 10 10
queen10_10 100 2940 0.58 11 13 11 11 11
queen11_11 121 3960 0.54 11 15 11 11 11
queen12_12 144 5192 0.5 12 15 13 13 13
queen13_13 169 6656 0.46 13 17 14 14 14
queen14_14 196 8372 0.43 14 18 15 15 15
queen15_15 225 10360 0.41 – 19 16 16 16
queen16_16 256 12640 0.38 – 21 17 17 17
myciel3 11 20 0.3 4 4 4 4 4
myciel4 23 71 0.26 5 5 5 5 5
myciel5 47 236 0.21 6 6 6 6 6
myciel6 95 755 0.17 7 7 7 7 7
myciel7 191 2360 0.13 8 8 8 8 8
mugg88_1 88 146 0.04 4 4 4 4 4
mugg88_25 88 146 0.04 4 4 4 4 4
mugg100_1 100 166 0.03 4 4 4 4 4
mugg100_25 100 166 0.03 4 4 4 4 4
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Table 3 Continued.
Name |V | |E| d  DS ST LT AMA
abb313GPIA 1557 53356 0.04 – 11 11 11 11
ash331GPIA 662 4185 0.02 – 5 5 5 5
ash608GPIA 1216 7844 0.01 – 5 5 5 5
ash958GPIA 1916 12506 0.01 – 6 6 6 6
will199GPIA 701 6772 0.03 – 7 7 7 7
1-Insertions_4 67 232 0.1 5 5 5 5 5
1-Insertions_5 202 1227 0.06 – 6 6 6 6
1-Insertions_6 607 6337 0.03 – 7 7 7 7
2-Insertions_3 37 72 0.1 4 4 4 4 4
2-Insertions_4 149 541 0.05 – 5 5 5 5
2-Insertions_5 597 3936 0.02 – 6 6 6 6
3-Insertions_3 56 110 0.07 4 4 4 4 4
3-Insertions_4 281 1046 0.03 – 5 5 5 5
4-Insertions_3 79 156 0.05 – 4 4 4 4
4-Insertions_4 475 1795 0.02 – 5 5 5 5
1-FullIns_3 30 100 0.22 4 4 4 4 4
1-FullIns_4 93 593 0.14 5 5 5 5 5
1-FullIns_5 282 3247 0.08 6 6 6 6 6
2-FullIns_3 52 201 0.15 5 5 5 5 5
2-FullIns_4 212 1621 0.07 6 6 6 6 6
2-FullIns_5 852 12201 0.03 7 7 7 7 7
3-FullIns_3 80 346 0.11 – 6 6 6 6
3-FullIns_4 405 3524 0.04 7 7 7 7 7
4-FullIns_3 114 541 0.08 7 7 7 7 7
4-FullIns_4 690 6650 0.03 8 8 8 8 8
5-FullIns_3 154 792 0.07 8 8 8 8 8
wap01 2368 110871 0.04 – 46 46 45 45
wap02 2464 111742 0.04 – 45 45 44 44
wap03 4730 286722 0.03 – 54 54 53 53
wap04 5231 294902 0.02 – 48 48 48 48
wap05 905 43081 0.11 – 50 50 50 50
wap06 947 43571 0.1 – 46 46 44 44
wap07 1809 103368 0.06 – 46 46 45 45
wap08 1870 104176 0.06 – 45 45 45 45
qg.order60 3600 212400 0.03 60 62 60 60 60
qg.order100 10 000 990000 0.02 100 103 100 100 100
ﬂat300_20_0 300 21375 0.47 20 40 20 20 20
ﬂat300_26_0 300 21633 0.48 26 41 33 27 26
ﬂat300_28_0 300 21695 0.48 28 41 33 31 31
ﬂat1000_50_0 1000 245000 0.49 50 112 93 92 50
ﬂat1000_60_0 1000 245830 0.49 60 113 95 93 60
ﬂat1000_76_0 1000 246708 0.49 76 114 95 88 84
3.3. Experimental results
We ﬁrst give detailed results for three random graphs of density 0.5: DSJC250.5, DSJC500.5 and DSJC1000.5. We
run TABUCOL and AMACOL on these graphs with different values of k. Each algorithm was run three times on each
graph and with each value of k. Instead of using the strategy described in Section 3.1 for tuning parameter Itmax, we run
AMACOL with different values of this parameter (Itmax = 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, etc.) and we report results obtained
with the best value. The two ﬁrst columns of Table 1 indicate the name of the graph and the value of k. Each run
of TABUCOL and AMACOL was given a maximum number Max of local search iterations that is indicated in the third
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Table 3
Classiﬁcation of the graphs
k =  DSATUR fpsol2 (3 graphs), inithx (3 graphs), le450_25a/b
(50 graphs) mulsol (5 graphs), zeroin (3 graphs), anna, david, homer, huck, jean
games120, miles (5 graphs), queen5_5, myciel (5 graphs), mugg (4 graphs)
Fullins (10 graphs), 1-insertion_4, 2-Insertions_3, 3-Insertions_3
Short_TABU DSJC125.1, le450_15a/b, le450_5a/b/c/d, school1
(17 graphs) queen6_6, queen7_7, queen8_12, queen8_8, queen9_9, queen10_10
queen11_11, qg.order (2 graphs)
Long_TABU (none)
AMACOL le450_15c/d
(2 graphs)
k ?  DSATUR DSJR500.1, GPIA (5 graphs), Insertions (7 graphs), 3-FullIns_3
(17 graphs) wap04/05/08
Short_TABU DSJC125.5, DSJC125.9, DSJC250.1
(7 graphs) school1_nsh, queen15_15, queen16_16, ﬂat300_20_0
Long_TABU DSJC250.9, DSJR500.1c, wap01/02/03/06/07
(7 graphs)
AMACOL DSJC250.5, DSJC500.1, DSJC500.5, DSJC500.9, DSJR500.5, DSJC1000.1
(10 graphs) DSJC1000.9, ﬂat300_26_0, ﬂat1000_50_0, ﬂat1000_60_0
k >  DSATUR (none)
Short_TABU queen12_12, queen13_13, queen14_14
(3 graphs)
Long_TABU le450_25c, ﬂat300_28_0
(2 graphs)
AMACOL DSJR500.5, DSJC1000.5, latin_square_10, le450_25d, ﬂat1000_76_0
(5 graphs)
column of Table 1 (in million). The ﬁve next columns report the results obtained with AMACOL. We indicate the value of
parameter Itmax, the average number NBiter of local search iterations (in thousands), the average number of crossovers,
the average computing time (in seconds) and the number of successful runs. The three following columns display
the average number NBiter of iterations (in thousands), the average computing time (in seconds) and the number of
successful runs for TABUCOL. The last three columns indicate the results obtained with the GH algorithm, as reported
in [10]. We can observe from Table 1 that AMACOL was able to ﬁnd legal k-colorings with less colors than TABUCOL.
Moreover, when both TABUCOL and AMACOL produce a legal k-coloring with the same value k, AMACOL is faster. By
comparing the average numbers of iterations (columns “NBiter”), we observe that AMACOL is generally slower than
the GH algorithm (it needs more iterations); but, conversely, considering the success rate (columns “Succ.”), it is more
robust. However, the speed and the robustness depend, for both algorithms, on the value of parameter Itmax; more
precisely, augmenting parameter Itmax tends to make the algorithm slower, while improving its success rate (see above
Section 3.1). Therefore, although the GH algorithm is signiﬁcantly faster for solving some of the most difﬁcult cases,
there is no clear winner.
Table 2 reports the results on some of the seemingly most challenging graphs. Each line in the Table corresponds to
a particular graph. The ﬁrst columns indicate the name, the number of vertices, the number of edges and the density of
the considered graph. The two following columns display the chromatic number of the graph (when it is known) and the
smallest k for which an algorithm reported in the literature has been able to exhibit a legal k-coloring of the graph. Note
that some graphs with known chromatic number have never been colored optimally by using a heuristic, to the best of
our knowledge (e.g., graph ﬂat1000_76_0). The next ﬁve columns, labeled DS, ST, LT, GH and AMA report the best
number of colors obtained with DSATUR, Short_TABU, Long_TABU, GH, and AMACOL, respectively. Note that the results
reported for the GH algorithm are taken from [10] and have been obtained after an unspeciﬁed number of trials. We
ﬁnally indicate the value of Itmax with which AMACOL has obtained the best coloring, the number NBiter of iterations
performed by the local search operator (in thousands) with this value of Itmax, and the corresponding computing time
(in seconds). So, for example, for DSJC250.5, AMACOL has found a legal 28-coloring using TABUCOL for 3943 thousands
of iterations since Itmax was set equal to 1292.
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From Table 2, we observe that in 16 out of 20 cases, AMACOL ﬁnds better colorings than Long_TABU. This demonstrates
that the recombination operator is essential for the success of the evolutionary heuristic. We also observe that the quality
of the solutions found by AMACOL is generally close to the optimum or the best known solution for the considered
graph. In particular, AMACOL performs well on random DSJC graphs with density 0.5 which are the most studied graphs
in the literature. Indeed, AMACOL reaches the best known results for the graphs having 250 vertices (28 colors) and
500 vertices (48 colors). However, the AMACOL algorithm needs 84 colors to color DSJC1000.5 and ﬂat1000_76_0,
while the GH algorithm could color these graphs with only 83 colors. Note however that the results reported for the
GH algorithm are the best ones obtained after an unspeciﬁed number of trials, while those reported for AMACOL were
obtained by using (only one time) the protocol speciﬁed above in Section 3.1.
We report in Table 3 the solutions found by DSATUR, Short_TABU, Long_TABU and AMACOL on all tested graphs. Note
ﬁrst that many of these benchmark problems can be colored optimally by a greedy algorithm such as DSATUR. Moreover
we see from Table 3 that the four tested algorithms can be ordered as DSATUR<Short_TABU<Long_TABU<AMACOL in
the sense that each algorithm has produced on all instances an at least as good solution as its predecessors. To better
analyze the results of Table 3, we propose to classify the instances into three groups which are shown in Table 4. In the
ﬁrst group labeled “k = ”, we include all benchmark graphs for which AMACOL was able to exhibit a legal coloring in
(G) colors. In the second group labeled “k ? ”, we put all graphs G for which AMACOL has produced the best known
upper bound k on (G), while it is not known whether k equals (G) or not. The last group contains all other graphs.
It is labeled “k > ” since we know that the best k found by AMACOL is strictly larger than the chromatic number. For
the ﬁrst group “k = ”, we can read in the ﬁrst row of Table 4 that 50 graphs can be colored optimally using DSATUR
(and hence also any of the three others algorithms). Seventeen additional graphs were colored optimally by Short_TABU
(see the second row of Table 4). No other graph was colored optimally by Long_TABU while two graphs were colored
optimally only using AMACOL. An analogous classiﬁcation is indicated in Table 4 for the groups “k ? ” and “k > ”.
4. Final remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a new evolutionary algorithm, called AMACOL, for the solution of the k-GCP. Although
it is based on simple principles, the AMACOL heuristic is very powerful, in particular for coloring large graphs. Indeed,
it reaches results that are comparable to those obtained by the best known heuristics.
The central idea in AMACOL is a kind of “set covering approach” for coloring graphs. A central memory is used
in order to store stable sets that originate from colorings generated during the previous stages of the search. On each
generation, a randomized greedy set covering heuristic is used in order to ﬁnd a set of color classes that covers the set of
vertices of the graph (construction phase). This covering is transformed into a coloring in a straightforward way. Then,
an iterative neighborhood technique is applied to the coloring (local search phase). Eventually, the central memory is
updated by using the color classes of the new obtained coloring (updating phase). Each of the phases of this scheme
can be adapted in different ways. In AMACOL, very simple techniques are generally used.
While the most powerful evolutionary algorithms for graph coloring (e.g., [7,10]) use a population of complete
colorings, AMACOL stores colors classes that are not linked to each other. AMACOL however shares some important
features with GH. Indeed, both algorithms are based on the set covering approach described above. We list here
below the main differences between AMACOL and GH, and indicate why AMACOL can be considered as simpler, both
conceptually and technically, and more ﬂexible than GH.
The ﬁrst important difference is the contents of the central memory. While GH stores complete colorings, AMACOL
stores color classes that are not linked to each other. This makes AMACOL more ﬂexible. In particular, each color
class of a coloring can be transformed individually before being introduced into the memory. This is what procedure
CLEAN does, as it ﬁrst removes conﬂicting edges in a color class, and then eventually adds vertices in order to
obtain a maximal stable set.
GH uses a recombination operator that ﬁrst selects two parents and then combines the color classes of the two
parents: half of the color classes of the offspring originate from one parent, and the second half from the second
parent. For comparison, AMACOL looks much simpler since an offspring is built by using a greedy randomized set
covering algorithm that combines color classes from the central memory.
GH updates the central memory by replacing one of the parents with the offspring. AMACOL simply cleans the
color classes of the offspring which then replace some color classes chosen at random in the central memory.
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Since AMACOL and GH produce similar results, we have an indication that the extra features present in GH are not a
key factor in the success of the algorithm. The experiments we made with AMACOL have therefore helped to better
understand which ingredients make GH successful.
As a conclusion, we present some possible extensions that would be interesting to investigate for possibly improving
AMACOL. They might be useful, notably, in order to better preserve the diversity in the population—a problem encoun-
tered in AMACOL, as it was in GH . First, we observed that it often happens that an offspring coloring contains color
classes that already belong to the central memory. It is then clear that this duplication of information is useless. In
order to preserve the diversity of the memory, one can simply decide not to introduce such color classes in the memory,
without taking care of the other color classes of the offspring. Another way to preserve diversity could be to create
offspring by combining elements S of the central memory with a small value (S) (which measures how S is similar to
the other elements inM, see Section 2.5). One could also modify the replacement scheme. Instead of removing color
classes chosen at random in the central memory, another simple strategy would be to remove the color classes used to
build the offspring. We have implemented this strategy and it has produced results that are not as good as those reported
in Section 3. This indicates that the replacement scheme may have an important inﬂuence on the algorithm efﬁciency.
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